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THIS article examines some of the basic Workload
Manager (WLM) metrics used to define service

objectives. The primary metrics of interest are Importance
Levels, Service Objectives, and the Performance Index1.
Subsequent articles will discuss more
advanced topics, including new fea-
tures available in z/OS.

Before delving into WLM, it is use-
ful to examine the myth of “control”
that surrounds COMPAT mode. Since
many people feel that WLM represents
a certain loss of control over their
workloads, it can be quite interesting to
examine the differences.

In COMPAT mode, two primary
mechanisms control work: dispatching
priority and the Multiprogramming Set.

DISPATCHING PRIORITY

Dispatching priority is explicitly
set and provides a basic mechanism
to ensure that access to the CPU is
granted according to the installa-
tion’s definitions. While this
approach will certainly guarantee processor access for
important work over lower priority work, it will not prevent
low priority work from consuming as much resource as
possible if there is no higher priority work ready to run.
Additionally, the dispatching priority is fundamentally
useless between comparable units of work. While it may be
desirable to guarantee access for high priority work, most
installations set their high priority work at the same or
similar dispatching priorities to ensure that they will not
lock each other out from access.

When a processor becomes saturated, the dispatching
priority is an inadequate control if enough high priority work
(i.e., CICS) is running. Many organizations avoid this par-
ticular problem by using processors that have multiple

processing engines. This ensures
high priority work a reasonable
chance of being dispatched, even at
very high utilizations.

MULTIPROGRAMMING SET

The other COMPAT mode control
allows access into the Multipro-
gramming Set so that programs can
execute. The Multiprogramming Level
(MPL) is defined by the CNSTR para-
meter, and reflects the installation’s
definition of how many address spaces
to allow in each domain. This control
is only applicable to swappable work;
therefore, many of the high priority
address spaces referred to previously
are exempt from this control.

One of the problems with this
parameter is that an installation can

set values that are too low and simply prevent work from
entering the Multiprogramming Set for no good reason. This
results in extra swapping and elongated service times, for no
purpose other than installation definition.

If the values are reasonable, then the control mechanism to
adjust MPL is based on the availability or shortage of
physical resources. In other words, if processor utilization is
too high, the MPL will be reduced. If storage is too active
(low UIC values), then MPL will be reduced. In short, the
objective is to reduce the MPL if physical constraint is
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occurring. In practice, this turns out to be
less than ideal.

For example, if processor utilization is
at its maximum (128 percent), then the
MPL will be reduced. However, what has
this actually accomplished? The address
space swapped out by the reduction would
simply be logically swapped. If there was
no storage constraint the address space
would remain logically swapped, but sim-
ply denied access to the processor. In the
example of 128 percent, this represents
100 percent utilization with 28 ready
address spaces waiting to run. Logically
swapping this address space accomplishes
nothing except to use CPU cycles to per-
form the swap. If the net result is to leave
the address space in memory anyway, why
not simply let it continue to compete for
processor cycles? In such a saturated envi-
ronment, you accomplish little good by
manipulating the MPL. You should also
consider that the highest priority tasks will
still have preferential access to the CPU
and are very likely non-swappable, which
would prevent them from being affected
by this process anyway.

Similarly, if storage were too active
(low UIC), then a similar adjustment
would be made. However, this is mislead-
ing, since there is no information provid-
ed that indicates a low UIC value would
cause performance problems. Low UIC
values commonly lead to increased pag-
ing activity, but the PAGERT control is
typically turned off. Therefore, the low
UIC control is only effective if an instal-
lation can relate the UIC value to storage
management problems. If the MPL is to
be lowered, the address space most likely
selected for swap out would be one that
was using the most CPU and I/O (since
the MSO coefficient is not a reliable indi-
cator of storage use). In short, there is no
way to know that the address space being
swapped will make a difference in storage
utilization.

The Working Set Management process
compensates for this deficiency by trying to
detect address spaces that are having an
impact on storage use. By evaluating these
address spaces, a swap could be performed
to improve central storage use, or to
improve paging. Once again, since the high
priority address spaces were non-swap-
pable, it is likely that those address spaces
with the largest working set sizes would be
unaffected by this control.

COMPAT MODE SUMMARY

While COMPAT mode certainly pro-
vides the illusion of control, in fact most
of the parameters are fundamentally use-
less and offer only limited opportunities
to influence the workload. It is equally
important to realize that the WLM will
only invoke these parameters during
periods of physical constraint. If there is
no constraint, then there would be no
adjustments. You should keep this in
mind as you begin examining GOAL
mode operation.

GOAL MODE OVERVIEW

GOAL mode provides an additional layer
over the older control mechanisms by
requiring that the installation define the
objectives it is attempting to achieve. In this
way, the WLM can examine the workload
for its importance and stated objectives, and
evaluate whether the system is meeting
those objectives. From this perspective, this
is a major change from COMPAT mode.
While COMPAT mode typically takes
action during periods of constraint, the
WLM will take actions based on whether or
not the system meets the objectives. Part of
this process involves sorting out the important
work from lesser work.

Part of the issue that requires examination
is the concept of constraint. While it is
obvious from the previous examples that
those environments were constrained, in
reality, a constraint occurs whenever there is
some degree of interference between work-
loads of different priorities. However, a
constraint is only significant if it prevents
the workload from achieving its desired
objectives. Therefore, WLM uses three
primary metrics to define how it should
manage workloads. Importance identifies
the service classes according to the order in
which they should preferentially receive or
donate resources. The defined service
objectives are response time, execution
velocity, or discretionary, so that WLM
knows what the standard of measure will
be. Finally, the performance index is used
to evaluate how well the objectives are
being met. This provides an overall mech-
anism for WLM to assess how well work
is passing through the system and to make
adjustments accordingly. I will examine
each of these metrics to see how they influ-
ence WLM decisions.

Importance Levels
The importance assigned to a service class

indicates the order in which WLM is to sat-
isfy stated objectives. These values range
from zero through six implicitly. The zero
importance level is reserved for SYSTEM
and SYSSTC service classes which represent
the highest dispatching priorities and are
used for system address spaces and others
that are low CPU users, but require high
priorities (i.e., VTAM). The installation
cannot code this value.

You can specify importance levels one
through five for service class assignments
and you should use all the available levels to
signify the order in which WLM is to
address objectives. These values are not
synonymous with priorities and you should
resist the temptation to view them this way.
The role that importance plays is to estab-
lish which service class is to be a receiver of
resources and which is to be the donor of
resources. When you define a service class
as discretionary, you assign it an importance
level of six and you consider the service
class a universal donor of resources.

Since resources are dynamically adjusted
by WLM, the importance level determines
how those adjustments are to be made and
in what order. For each policy adjustment
period (every 10 seconds), the WLM will
select one receiver and one (or more)
donor(s). The selection of the receiver is
based on how well objectives are being met.
If objectives are met, then no adjustment
will take place.

WLM evaluates how well each service
class is performing by sampling the state of
the service class four times per second. In
this way, the WLM can determine whether
the service class is using resources or
whether the service class is being delayed in
some manner that may be adjustable.
Delays over which WLM can exert no con-
trol are not included in this assessment and
therefore do not contribute to the decision
making process directly. In addition, idle
time is not included in the samples, which
will influence how objectives are evaluated.

Service Objectives
There are four categories of service

objectives: response time, response time
percentile, velocity, and discretionary. The
discretionary class is considered the universal
donor and technically does not represent an
objective. The other three objectives repre-
sent two classes of work: one that you can
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measure by time, and one that you can
assess by throughput requirements.

Response time is only meaningful when
it occurs for a sufficiently large number of
transactions and the time is reasonably
uniform among those transactions. Large
variations would create meaningless infor-
mation for WLM and make managing such
a class difficult, if not impossible. In the
context of WLM, response time does not
simply refer to traditional response time-
oriented workloads. You can measure batch
work by response times as well as any
workload that runs in less than 24 hours
(which is the maximum response time value
allowed). As a practical matter, you should
only use the response time objective in
those cases where the workload behaves in
a consistent manner, so that a response time
objective is a reasonable measure of
throughput. For example, if there were a
class of batch jobs that run in five minutes,
then you could manage this objective.
Similarly, TSO first period transactions lend
themselves well to this type of response
time measurement.

Use the response time percentile when
there may be some variation of response
time, but when you can still specify a more
general objective. For example, to state that
80 percent of all transactions in this class
should complete within one second would
account for such a case. In this instance,
WLM would manage the service class so
that less than 20 percent of the transactions
would complete in more than one second. It
is important to consider that this specification
relates to the transactions in a particular
service class period and not the entire ser-
vice class. Specifying an objective of 90
percent completion of .5 seconds would still
allow 10 percent of the transactions in first
period to run significantly longer. Notice
that these longer running transactions are
not considered second period transactions.
Instead, the objective tells WLM that it is
perfectly acceptable to have 10 percent of
first period transactions not meet the half-sec-
ond objective. The response time percentile
allows you to specify response time
objectives for batch work that may have
some degree of variation, but that you can
account for in this way.

Execution velocity is not a measured
value, but you can use the state examples
to calculate it. Execution velocity accom-
modates a workload that you can not readily
define by any response time measure but

still has throughput considerations. The
sampled data is used to calculate the velocity
as follows:

USING * 100
USING + DELAYS

You can use the results of this calculation to
determine the effect of delays on the
throughput achieved by that service class. A
higher velocity means that fewer delays are
allowable, while a lower velocity means that
more delays are allowable. For example, a
velocity of 70 indicates that it is acceptable
for the service class to experience 30 percent
delays in throughput. This calculation is not
particularly granular and you should not use
it for tight controls. Velocity values can be
far ranging and are not necessarily intuitive.
As an example, since idle times are not
included in the samples, using small values
can result in small calculated execution
velocities that are not detrimental to the
address spaces served (i.e., VTAM). In
general, for relatively consistent workloads,
you should use a low velocity to imply
lower priority objectives than a high velocity.
For example, set velocities at 25, 50 and 75
to indicate low, medium, and high objec-
tives respectively. The delays included in
this sample are MPL Delay, Storage delays,
and Processor Delay. When WLM examines
a service class to determine how well the
system is meeting objectives, it will attempt
to change these delays to meet the stated
objectives. In general, execution velocity is
not an easy or intuitive metric to use when
assigning objectives. Currently, there is
nothing else available to address work that
is not response time-oriented.

Performance Index
WLM uses the performance index to

assess how well the system is meeting
objectives. It does this by dividing actual
performance against the goal. If the value is
less than one, the system is exceeding the
objective. If it is exactly one, the system is
meeting the objective, and if it is greater
than one, the system has missed the objective.
In this way, the WLM can determine how
well the system is using the resources in the
environment to meet the desired objectives.
The performance index, used in conjunction
with importance levels, lets WLM determine
what action, if any, should be taken.

First, it is important to realize that even if
the system is not meeting the objectives, if
WLM determines that there is no improve-

ment possible for a service class, then it
will make no adjustment. This can occur
when stated objectives are unrealistic and
when there are not enough resources to
allow them to be met. In this instance, it is
important to review the stated objectives
and determine whether the definitions may
be too aggressive for the environment. You
should always evaluate WLM objectives
against real-world experience. For exam-
ple, if a batch workload consistently meets
its batch window and does not experience
any appreciable delays, but the perfor-
mance index (PI) indicates that it is
missing its objectives, this means that the
definition is too aggressive. This situation
may have greater significance in its effect
on lower priority work during periods of
constraint. While the WLM uses PI to
evaluate how well the system is meeting
objectives, it is also useful to the perfor-
mance analyst to determine how accurate
the defined objectives are. You should
review this area periodically to ensure that
undesirable consequences are avoided
before they can occur.

SUMMARY

Although I examined some of the basic
elements of Workload Manager behavior,
WLM function is much more complex than
what I have discussed. A future article will
begin looking at some of the more advanced
topics and issues associated with WLM
GOAL mode.
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